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• Introduce the Vancouver Park Rangers 
• Evolution of the Department 
• Growing and complex social crisis 
• Not an experience unique to Vancouver 
• Guiding Principles 
• Lessons learned 
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Agenda:  Part 1 
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A Small Team with Big Hearts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet the mighty Vancouver Park Rangers.�This photo was taken at Ranger Station 2 in Andy Livingstone Park, beside Rogers Arena.�Incidentally this park consumes more of our operational resources than Stanley Park.Our team is comprised of 1 Superintendent, 4 Lead Rangers, 8 Regular Park Rangers, and 29 Auxiliary Rangers. 



• The Park Ranger Department has seen 
significant growth and development since its 
creation in 1999. 

• At the beginning Rangers were Stanley Park 
seawall patrollers, ambassadors for tourists, and 
monitored sports fields and special events. 

• Over time Rangers  
became the ‘MacGyvers’  
of the Vancouver Park  
Board and did what was  
needed to serve the public. 
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Where it all began 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stacey and I started with the department in 2004 and 2005, respectively. For nearly a decade it was a Summertime seasonal operation.We worked on a little Homeless Liaison business case, and setup a system where 311 dispatched our calls, and positioned ourselves perfectly for whatever challenge may lay ahead. But we had no idea the scope of the challenges that we were faced with. But we had no idea the scope of the challenges that lay ahead.



The Park Ranger Department has evolved into a highly 
respected and capable team and is one of the key crisis 
management departments for the City of Vancouver. 
 
Present Role: 
By-law Enforcement 
Working directly with the homeless, street involved 

and at risk populations.  
Responding to an ever-increasing number of public 

complaints and requests for service. 
Participating in interdisciplinary teams, which include  

first responders, staff from other city departments and 
non-profit organizations.  
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Where we ended up 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through a process of rapid professionalization, and fueled by our reputation of being the only Vancouver Park Board department capable of managing the emerging social crisis, our role evolved to include: By-law EnforcementWorking directly with the homeless, street involved and at risk populations. Responding to an ever-increasing number of public complaints and requests for service.Participating in interdisciplinary teams, which include  first responders, staff from other city departments and non-profit organizations. 
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Support Emergency Responders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Park Ranger were called upon to not only to support Emergency Responders, but often we were asked to lead them in. Park Rangers are respected a the Landlords of Park Board property.We have an excellent working relationship with the Vancouver Police Department, particularly the Mounted Unit and the Community Police.We also work shoulder to shoulder with Vancouver Fire and Rescue Services. This most recent summer we had a rash of homeless-related fires in Stanley Park. 



Support Numerous City Departments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore, we are asked to support urban forestry when trees fall and become a hazard, we are asked to support park operations to deal with sailboats that wash ashore,and we were frontline responders to the Marathosa oil spill in English Bay.This speaks to our McGyver nature.
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Growing and Complex Social Crisis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then the headlines started to roll in.First, too lenient.Rangers would visit this 78-year old individual every morning at Second Beach, wake him up, do safety/wellness checks, ask if he needs any help, remind him about fire safety, and he would march off towards the downtown core with his camping gear.  
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Growing and Complex Social Crisis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was amidst a changing face of homelessness in the city.It was becoming more and more intertwined with drug addiction, mental illness, and criminal activity.One of the most challenging aspects is balancing the concerns of the general public with individuals human rights.It is sad how often we see complaints demanding that we “kick out the junkies.” 
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Growing and Complex Social Crisis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then blitzes…We also had to take on the responsibility of cleaning up the encampments as we were entrusted to enforce Parks Control Bylaw 11 that restricts any structures to be constructed, built, or erected in park.At that point, blood borne pathogens, discarded needle recovery, and PPE were a major safety focus. 
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Growing and Complex Social Crisis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the crisis continues to grow, the public debate continues for increased resourcing. 



Caseload  

Homeless 
Cases 

 
Total = 2867 

Other cases 
 

Total = 1107 

450 

242 

213 

204 

120 
97 96 83 

5479 Cases since January 1, 2018 

Homeless

Other

Bylaw

Smoking in a park

Noise

Inspect Hazard

Wildlife

Assist Internal Department

Assist Public

Outdoor Sport Permit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 2900 calls in 2018 pertaining to working with vulnerable population which includes homeless, street involved and at risk populations.To date in 2018:2867 - Homeless case, 11.5/day1107- OtherSAFETY WAS THE GREATEST CONCERN AMONGST THE TEAM.  A MAJORITY OF THEM NO LONGER FELT SAFE. As a leader how do you train and incorporate safe operating procedures to such a variety of calls, and such a diverse group, ranging in age form mid 20’s to mid 60’s with a wide array of life experiences and personal beliefs. 
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We know we are not facing this alone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From injunctions to remove tent cities in Victoria…To the creation of a homeless coordinator staffing position in Kelowna…To Maple Ridge tent city health concerns…And we all seem to be getting hammered by the opioid crisis.We know we are not in this alone.



Homeless and At-Risk Populations  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are our working conditions. Long ago are the days of bike patrols of Stanley Park and supporting Lifeguards at Kits Beach.The Downtown Eastside became affectionately known as the vortex. Once we entered the neighbourhood, we would get stuck there, and couldn’t seem to find our way out.The reality is this caused us to lose some great Rangers as they told us that this is not what they signed up for.



Guiding Principles 

• Humanist Approach 
– Kindness 
– Compassion 
– No judgement, no ego 
– Develop relationships 
– Considerations of human rights  
– This created safer conditions for staff when 

seeking compliance with Parks By-laws 
• Connect people with Outreach Services  

– Develop a network of social service providers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These principles derived from the Park Ranger Mission and ValuesOur Mission: Parks Rangers help to ensure that Vancouver parks are safe, enjoyable, and conserved for all.Values: Integrity, Respect, Accountability, Adaptability, Professionalism, Resourcefulness Humanist Approach and Connecting people with outreachPonchosSocksAndy Livingstone Shower ProgramOutreach ServicesShelters (for youth, men, women, both, shopping carts, and pets), hot meals, Aboriginal support services, pet health care, new identification cards, and Grade 12 equivalency. 



– Contraction and Expansion   
• Ensures consistency in responses: From daily 

wakeups to tent city management.  
– Transfer of Command 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stable foundation that Rangers neededConsistent regardless of the scope and size of any eventSafety OfficerLogistics LiaisonThe ICS taught the team about the importance of jurisdiction, the authority that they hold, and the importance of transfer of Command.



What did we learn? 

• We cannot do this alone 
• Doing it alone had a negative influence on 

staff, physically and psychologically 
• We needed a shift into a culture of safety 
• Teasing this apart allowed us to map our 

way out.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new realities of the job had a ripple effect and started to burden the Ranger team.We started seeing the following symptoms:�Physical symptomsFatigue, grinding of teeth, tightness in the chest or chest pain, difficulty breathingCognitive symptomsBlaming someone, poor attention, hypervigilance, nightmaresEmotional symptomsAnxiety, uncertainty, inappropriate emotional response, apprehension, feeling overwhelmed, irritabilityBehavioural symptomsWithdrawal, change in usual communications, inability to rest, hyper alert to environmentWith an increase in medical leave, others burned out, anxiety and disengagement noticeable we needed to slow down and build a new Ranger culture based on safety and standardized procedures and training.  We needed to change the culture of the program and how we have always done business, but first and foremost we needed to get help for those that have been effected. In order to do, the Park Ranger Leadership team had to educate ourselves on support staff mental health and the planned response to traumatic events experienced by our staff.Conversation is the catalyst to change. We actively engaged our team in the process of teasing it apart and mapping our way out.



Agenda - Part 2 

 
• Communication style 
• Safety culture 
• Departmental compass 
• Departmental foundation 
• Standardized responses  
• Networks and partnerships  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did we develop and implement a inclusive safety culture and provide a strong foundation?  We started with communication.We navigated our way changing the style of our communication within the department.  The Leadership team started listening to understand, not listening to reply.  We applied the Humanist approach not just to those we service, but to all on our team.We ensured everyone felt heard / valued / respected. We took time to work through darker issues and validated Ranger’s previous negative field experiences. We made time and platforms for team collaboration that involved discussion and debate on all topics pertaining to a safety. Once we reached a level of communication that involved respectable conflict I knew we were getting somewhere.  I knew this was going to good. THIS MEANFUL DIALOGUE WAS THE CATALIST TO CREATE A CAREFUL AND AWARE SAFETY CULTURE.  THIS NEW APPROACH OF BEING CAREFUL AND AWARE HELPED TO ELIMINATE THE PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED HYPERVIGILENCE BEHAVIOUR AMONGST SOME OF OUR RANGERS. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building our new safety culture required all hands on deck.For safety is everyone’s responsibility.They say safety comes from the top, yet our new inclusive safety culture started by Rangers of all ranks collaborating around the table.  As leads we listen, we clarified and we promised to deliver.  We had the momentum of the team behind us.  A team eager to for change and awaiting action. The Leads became mentors and role models for safety, we:Created a safe and supportive environment relating to both the psychological and physical aspects of safety Championed city safety policiesModeled departmental standard operating procedures, and Intervene immediately in unsafe or unhealthy situations WE CONDUCTED ALL THIS WHILE WORKING DUE DILIGENTLY BEHIND THE SCENCES TO BRING FURTHER STANDARDIZATION TO THE PROGRAM



Navigating our way forward  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We navigated our way forward by teasing apart the teams concerns and suggestions We gained valuable insight through this process which led to a clearly marked trajectory  It is important to note that it was not the leadership team that set the trajectory forward it was the RANGER TEAM. For meeting the needs of the team set the course.     We remain committed to ensuring our safety culture is inclusive and is deeply rooted in education.  Working through this process it became apparent that education and training were lacking. This focus on further education and training provided the team not only with increase confidence.It provided the team a common language that was a critical factor for effective communicateWe revisited and clarified such subjects as: •	The role of the Occupational Health and Safety Employee Representative •	Common WCB legislation  – where to find it – FOR SAFETY IS EVERYONES RESPONSIBILITY   •	Park Ranger Jurisdiction and Authority – What does it really mean and how it silently directs our role and provides navigational beacons.We also made adjustments to the Ranger annual training adding such content as:Dog Bite Prevention – Learning dog behaviors and signs of possible aggression We implemented customized scenario based training conducted by the Vancouver Police.  This training covered specific issues that Rangers encounter in the field, such as: Engaging with public protestersInteracting with vulnerable populations in enclosed spacesFurther training on methods of de-escalation  Then there was Narcan training – which provided knowledge as the physiological affect of an overdoes, what we can expect, and how to assist. Most importantly through this process the Leadership Team was able to provided the Rangers with a set of navigational beckons that was so clearly needed.  INTRO:  DURING THIS PHASE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING THE LEADERSHIP TEAM CONTINUED TO CREATE AND IMPLEMENT•	Departmental resource manuals•	A standardized response to all calls•	Standard operating guidelines and procedures
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Resource Manual  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The resource manual contains a vast scope of information spanning from general background information for a new hire to details pertaining to operations which include formal standardizations and safe operating procedures.  Some topics include:•	Our purpose as Park Rangers when working with vulnerable populations •	General information including some causes of homelessness •	Our Park Ranger Humanist Approach•	Operational Flow of Communication•	Our Standardized Response•	Standard Operating Guidelines and Procedures •	An array of topics spanning from precautions to be taken when working with bed bugs to signs of heat exhaustion. INTRO:  THE RESOURCE MANUAL WAS FOLLOWED BY THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A STANDARDIZED RESPONSE. 



 
 
Standardized Response 
 
 
The standardized response was written to give the Rangers a 
set of navigational beacons they could apply to any call.   
 
It is a 7 step process that is adaptable and can be expanded or 
contracted to fit a specific situation.   
 
The standardized response incorporates:  
• Our Ranger program mission and values 
• A safe and aware safety culture 
• Our standard operating guidelines and procedures, and  
• The education, training, and resource material we have 

provided the team  
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It brought forward a new departmental standard by removing the variation of an individual Ranger’s approach and created a constant method for response throughout the team. INTRO:  THE NEWLY CREATED STANDARD OPERATION GUIDELINES WERE WRITTEN INTO THE STANDARDIZED RESPONSE AND HAD A PURPOSE OF INCREASING THEIR AWARENESS BY SLOWING DOWN THEIR RESPONSE.  “WHAT WE DO WE DO WELL”  



Step 1:  Safety Assessment  

SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
 

Before approaching, take the time needed to conduct a thorough 
safety assessment with consideration of the following:  

 
• Is the individual known to you or your partner? 
• If known, consider your relationship with this individual. Is it 

friendly, stable, or stormy?   
• Consider the individual’s current state of mind. 
• Assess the surrounding environment for both potential risks 

and immediate hazards.  
• Note your escape route/routes and your designated safe zone 
• Lighting conditions, visibility, weather 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




RISK CLASSIFICATION 
 

After conducting a safety assessment, determine the risk 
classification: 

 
LEVEL 1: 

 
All the following criteria must apply: 

 
 • Rangers have a stable relationship with an     
  individual and have known him/her over time. 
 • Rangers feel safe and secure approaching the individual. 
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Step 2:  Risk Classification – Level 1  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remain careful. Radio communication remains mandatory. 



Step 2:  Risk Classification – Level 2  

LEVEL 2: 
 

Risk criteria:  Any of the following may apply: 
 

• Isolated location  
• Mental health concerns  
• Anti-authority behaviour  
• Alcohol and drug use  
• Individual unknown  
• Individual known to be verbally aggressive or easily agitated   
• Multiple individuals: possibly concealed within the camp 
• Drug paraphernalia 
• Dogs 

  



LEVEL 3: 
 
Risk criteria:  Any of the following may apply: 
 

• Limited egress 
• Mental health concerns  
• Anti-authority behaviour 
• Alcohol and/or drug use  
• Multiple individuals 
• Aggressive dogs 
• Criminal activity: Drug trade, stolen property, prostitution  
 

The above criteria overlap with risk level 2, yet have escalated to 
a degree where Vancouver Police assistance is required.  
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Step 2:  Risk Classification – Level 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do they recognize the difference between level 2 and level 3 Spidey sensesI will always support



Standardized Radio Communication  

 
Report to Dispatcher 
All Rangers inform the dispatcher when they enter and exit a 
specific park. 
 
Safety Timer 
A 10 minute safety timer is conducted for all level 2 risk 
assessments.  A Lead Ranger monitors a level 3 risk 
assessment. 
 
10-33: Emergency/ Dangerous Situation 
 All units stand down and keep the radio clear until further notice.   
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Increased Resiliency through Collaboration   

Collaboration  

 
Resources 

 

Support 

Wellness Laughter 

Increased  
Capacity  

Authority 

Team Work  

Increased 
Confidence 

 
Jurisdiction 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTRO IN:  Outside agencies that we have developed a working relationship with includes



 
• Stable team with some flux 
• Regular communication  
• Strategic planning for large operations 
• Discussion of problematic sites and safety 

issues 
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Encampments / Street Disorder Project Team 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
conference Call Once per week discussion / strategic planning /  sounding board Development:  ACT team held once a month for most chronic cases. 



Municipal and Government Partners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These represent just some of our municipal and government partners. We also work with the Federal Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans, the Coast Guard, the BC Ministry of Child and Family Development, COV Department of Emergency Management, COV Legal
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Non-government organization partners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example,  Missing woman / Lost Children 
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Oppenheimer Park Tent City - 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers of tents: 110 - 130Time leading up to eviction: Mid-July to Mid-Oct 2014. 4 Months.Daily Conference Calls with Situation ReportsEach day, Ranger, Sanitation and Vancouver Fire did tent wellness checks and enforced a Chief Order to remove fire hazards such as propane tanks and pallets.Courts granted an injunction to remove the encampment after the City opened the doors on the Quality Inn downtown. We proved we had the capacity to house the individuals. Who was involved: City Manager Office, Communications, Police, Fire, Parks, Engineering, Community Services, Paramedics, Animal ServicesGreat example of the Incident Command StructureJurisdiction – Transfer of Command
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From this… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is not other way to go from this….



To this… 



This is what success looks like 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But by no means are we done. Fostering a safety culture is a never ending job. We certainly have our peaks and valleys.
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• Our hearts: compassion for the vulnerable 
population that we serve, and the same 
compassion for the staff on our team 

• Guiding Principles: based on your 
department’s Mission and Values 

• Standardization: education, training, and 
procedures to meet the staff’s needs. 

• A collaborative response. None of us can do 
this alone. 

• Most importantly: create and foster an 
inclusive safety culture, and exhibit safety 
leadership 
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Summary – how we mapped out our way 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether you are a paramedic, a librarian, a gardener, a policy maker, or a Park Ranger, municipal employees are experiencing an increasing amount of workplace exposure to homelessness, drug addiction, mental illness, and trauma.We must tease apart our operations to map out our own paths towards sustainable and healthy workplaces.The Tools we used are:Our hearts: compassion for the vulnerable population that we serve, and the same compassion for the staff on our teamGuiding Principles: based on your department’s Mission and ValuesStandardization: education, training, and procedures to meet the staff’s needs.A collaborative response. None of us can do this alone.Most importantly: create and foster an inclusive safety culture, and exhibit safety leadership
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